Sometimes a valuable lesson from leadership is learning what not to do. We figure out the strategy to get whatever we say done!

We do not take constructive criticism from people who have never been on a construction team, because if they never built anything, they are always on a demolition crew!

We dream the size of our faith! God will raise up wealthy influential people looking for an opportunity to give us the funding for our dream, therefore we do not focus on our limitation!

We have been faithful over a few things, so in 2019 God will make us a ruler over many!

Money is coming into our hand! We have an open hand for what is getting ready to drop in our lives! Strangers and people that we have never met before are getting ready to bless us!

We have been thinking too small, God is not giving us a business, He is giving us a franchise!

God You said the only words we are going to hear this year are Congratulations! You have been approved! You deserve it!

God You said you saw the sacrifices I made; this year is about me! This is my season! You Father God are about to increase everything that is connected to my name!

Walls not only keep things from coming in, they also prevent things from leaving. Many of us feel as if the walls are coming in on us; like we are trapped; in a loveless relationship, a dead-end job or in the cycles of self-defeating behavior. We may feel trapped in a family that does not know how to legitimately support one another. All we need from God is an emergency exit for in the case of emergency, break glass!

We are getting out of some stuff we should have never been in! We are getting out of some stuff that we walked in knowing it was not God’s assignment!

Whatever cycle we have been repeating whether it has been six weeks, six months, or six years; it’s coming down today!

God chose me for this affliction because I was faithful! My assignment season is over!

If I always have to fight, I will never be able to process! In an environment where I have to always be a warrior, I will never be an innovator!

This will be my greatest creative season! God will give me the space to dream, to think; and to create! He will give me space to not be responsible, to believe in the extraordinary, the not yet, the incomplete
and the undone! He will give me the space to be who I dreamed of being when I was a child; to write, dance, laugh, date, run, fight, and to build again!

I am cool being my own best friend! I had to construct my own walls just to function, protect myself and keep people at a distance. People who think they are close to me really don’t know me. My greatest liability is that I love too hard and forgive too easily. The greatest level of attack happened from people who had my last name!
If I hold my peace, God will fight my battles. He has more for me than what they took from me! I will bless the Lord at all times!

God is building a wall of protection around me in 2019! It is the year of the great wall! No weapon formed against me shall be able to prosper! Whatever I went through last year will not be able to get to me in 2019. The Hand of God is a wall around me and my entire life! He has me covered and protected. There will be no hip replacement, no knee replacement, no asthma pumps, no physical therapy, no breathing tank, no suicidal thoughts, no depression, no anxiety, no low self-esteem for your children; no conflict of identity. There is no going back to the way I used to live, function or behave! No more self-defeating cycles, emotionally controlling relationships or layers around my heart, spirit and mind!

Nothing will be able to shake my faith, break my covenant or move me out of my assignment, because there is a wall around me!

God just assigned two new angels, Goodness and Mercy to follow me in 2019!

I have a wall around me! God has me covered and protected! There will be no more cancer, heart attacks, strokes, Autism, Lupus, or HIV in my family!

God is looking for real people with real testimonies!

In 2019 I will be more secure than I have ever been! 2019 will be the best year that I have had for many years!
I expect God to Bless me!
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